
You could bring some trouble your way by letting ego get the upper hand;
you’re mindful of this and overcome it! You want answers regarding why

life is the way it is, why there’s pain and suffering, these types of things interest you more
than ever. New developments bring hopeful news, and you couldn’t be happier. Someone
special asks you to go somewhere with them for part of the day. You’re getting better in
some way; a healing energy is strongly present and blessing you immensely when you
need it the most. When things or people don’t work in your life, you remove them without
looking back; getting ahead emotionally and financially is your focus. Your social status
rises and people seem to be coming to you much more often for your advice and guid-
ance. All is well with your world. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your interest in the psychic, mystic side of life is firmly set, especially now
when this sort of information flows in. Imagination runs wild now, and you’re able to cre-
ate some solutions you’ve needed for some time; you like to think more than just out of
the box, you think as though there is no box! Your input is sought regarding a personal
matter. A stray dog or cat could wander up; be prepared to keep this addition to the fam-
ily! You prefer looking at realities, but when your mind wanders to the “what if?” what
you want manifests. Staying on the path of positivity creates more of the same. The uni-
verse mirrors our wishes and you’re experiencing this a great deal now; use this for your
best interests! You’re a believer in karma and when you get some of what you give you’re
thankful you understand this law so well. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Your thoughts stay on the ethereal aspects of life, the mystic mysteries that
remain unseen by many. Putting positive energy into action is easy at this

time, your thoughts stay upbeat and optimistic. Growing or nurturing is forecast and this
could apply to humans, animals or plants. Taking the time to understand a complicated
matter pays of big time; you like to work smarter, not harder! Being punctual is tough
today, a struggle, but this soon passes. Shopping for comfort is the goal and you find
exactly what you need. When something or someone doesn’t work in your life, you move
on. Believing is seeing; hold to this and manifest what you desire! Taking on some new
responsibilities could be at hand and your organizational skills are a huge asset. Happy
day, productive day, restful night for you.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You could consider a project small and insignificant now, but the potential
is more substantial than you think. Having a good eye for business is more

than likely as the energies currently support this strongly. Organizing your life and work
environments is a stress reliever. Having things to your liking is important to you now as
you make plans for some major changes. Taking chances is smiled on by the heavens and
the vibrations support good fortune in this area. You feel slighted when someone doesn’t
thank you for something you did; remember, people sometimes have a lot on their plates
just as you do! You could let yourself enjoy secret pleasures and these might include
anything you keep to yourself; everyone needs to let go sometimes! Laughter tonight as
you enjoy humorous entertainment. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

In the interest of peace and harmony you remain quiet about something
you overhear; allowing someone to think you’re in the dark works to your advantage!
Keeping your eye on the prize helps move you though a swamp filled with obstacles and
slowdowns; creating positive vibrations brings definite success. You’re in tune with the
intellectual side of life as you work hard to improve your business and literary under-
standing. Sharing time with like-minded people ripens your appetite for more! New
employment utilizes your skills of communications; research and development are high-
lighted here. Pulling people and assignments together could prove challenging but you
rise to the occasion with successful results. Moving forward toward bright days and
soothing nights feels right for you now.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Being healthy, wealthy and wise are what you focus on and manifest; raised
vibrations are prominent for you now. Taking stock of your life, really looking at where
you’ve been, where you are and where you’re going fuels a desire for continued evolution.
Someone’s thoughtfulness warms your heart! Looking a complicated situation right in the
eye literally makes it go away, like running toward a fire instead of away: only then can it
be put out! The way you see yourself changes when you listen to what someone says
about you; smiles, smiles and more smiles taking chances feels safe just now, but this
doesn’t last forever. A new flavor from a foreign culture tempts your taste buds; you like
other aspects of the way this culture lives, too. Broad horizons open up; you spread your
wings and soar. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You long for adventure and thrills, perhaps this is the outdoors or some
type of video game whatever this is means you get the excitement you

crave. Wanderlust could be prominent during this phase; you answer the call to participate
in a group trip that promises great fun with those you like! Being in control is very impor-
tant to you but beware that you don’t come across as bossy or overbearing. You figure out
how to organize a complicated project and this saves a lot of time and money. You set out
to prove yourself and by doing so you overcome something you used to avoid; leaving old,
outmoded attitudes and habits behind is forecast. Being punctual is doable, but difficult!
You prefer to work smarter, not harder, but you may have to change some things in order
to do that. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

The relationships you’re closest to experience fabulous growth and rich-
ness. New partnerships are founded on firm foundations and promise good

fortune and abundance. An idea you have could take off if you get the message out; this
involves helping around the house or office. Ambition and responsibility are strongly
linked and take you to new, higher places in the world of investment. Gambles on the stock
market or lottery could pay surprisingly high dividends. Someone is jealous of you for no
reason; you may know about this already. A new fad or trend provides fun during a few
free minutes. Making vacation plans is a spirit-lifter for you and everyone involved.
Surrounding yourself with optimistic people brings great results in whatever involvement
you share with them.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Taking some time for yourself, time alone with deep thoughts, is indicated
here and it does a world of good. We can’t starve ourselves enough to feed

anyone! You develop strong ideas about politics or social issues that could rub someone
the wrong way. Your hidden self wants to do something ugly in retaliation, but your sensi-
ble self wins out! Figuring out ways for a charity to sustain itself isn’t easy but brainstorm-
ing with like-minded people wins the day. Impressive intelligence catches your eye and
you don’t soon forget this person. You’re drawn to open air and water, or perhaps moun-
tains, but you’re thinking outdoors is definitely the place to be. New technology catches
your interest and promises to be a huge time-saver. Being ahead of the game helps bring
exactly what you want right to you.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Neighbors or siblings could be troublesome relationships at this time. If
there’s trouble, it’s up to you to keep things running smoothly and in control

until this passes; mind over matter helps pull patient vibrations to you. Communication is
the most important thing regarding a complicated project; you’re close to the finish, keep
going! A quickening in your spiritual development is forecast, and you’re ready! Close
attention to details is what you’re all about now and this pays off big time. Self-discipline
is called for now, but you’re not happy about it; some times are better than others but this
isn’t one of them. You have to work extra hard to keep from falling behind; it may seem
that no matter how fast you go it’s never fast enough! Taking a breather later could help
to recharge your worn down batteries. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1921

ACROSS
1. Piece of solid food for dipping in a liq-
uid.
4. By chance.
11. Acute ulceration of the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth or genitals.
15. A flat wing-shaped process or wing-
like part of an organism.
16. Congenital absence of the uterus.
17. Morally bad or wrong.
18. United States tennis player (born in
Czechoslovakia) who won several singles
championships.
20. A cylindrical spikelike inflorescence.
21. The Fate who spins the thread of life.
22. Usually paved outdoor area adjoining
a residence.
23. A soft gray malleable metallic element
that resembles tin but discolors on expo-
sure to air.
24. Someone employed in a stable to take
care of the horses.
26. A sodium salt of carbonic acid.
29. Remove carbon from (an engine).
32. (of weather) Wet by periods of rain.
33. A state in the southeastern United
States on the Gulf of Mexico.
35. A public promotion of some product
or service.
39. (trademark) A liquid that temporarily
disables a person.
40. An organization of countries formed
in 1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.
41. (Jungian psychology) The inner self
(not the external persona) that is in touch
with the unconscious.
43. Type genus of the Sphyrnidae.
45. A member of a seafaring group of
North American Indians who lived on the
Pacific coast of British Columbia and
southwestern Alaska.
48. The branch of computer science that
deal with writing computer programs
that can solve problems creatively.
49. The compass point midway between
east and southeast.
50. Relating to or characteristic of or
occurring in the air.
51. A condition (mostly in boys) charac-
terized by behavioral and learning disor-
ders.
52. (computer science) A standardized
language for the descriptive markup of
documents.
54. A chronic inflammatory collagen dis-
ease affecting connective tissue (skin or
joints).
57. (Norse mythology) The chief race of
gods living at Asgard.
61. A Powhatan Indian woman (the
daughter of Powhatan) who befriended
the English at Jamestown and is said to
have saved Captain John Smith's life
(1595-1617).
64. A person who acts as host at formal
occasions (makes an introductory speech
and introduces other speakers).
66. A rare polyvalent metallic element of
the platinum group.
67. A person who makes plans.
68. Dearly loved.
71. A dark-skinned member of a race of
people living in Australia when
Europeans arrived.
72. Small European freshwater fish with a
slender bluish-green body.
73. The more conspicuous of two alter-
natives or cases or sides.
74. A barrier constructed to contain the
flow or water or to keep out the sea.
75. Small buffalo of the Celebes having

small straight horns.
76. Not very intelligent or interested in
culture.
77. A loose sleeveless outer garment
made from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. Minute floating marine tunicate having
a transparent body with an opening at
each end.
2. Evergreen trees and shrubs having oily
one-seeded fruits.
3. The noise made by a short puff of
steam (as from an engine).
4. A second-rate prize fighter.
5. The square of a body of any size of
type.
6. A long noosed rope used to catch ani-
mals.
7. A set of tags and rules (conforming to
SGML) for using them in developing
hypertext documents.
8. A unit of surface area equal to 100
square meters.
9. An ignorant or foolish person.
10. (Zen Buddhism) A state of sudden
spiritual enlightenment.
11. A Uralic language spoken by a
Samoyed people of northern Siberia.
12. A convex molding having a cross sec-
tion in the form of a quarter of a circle or
of an ellipse.
13. Laborer who works in a mine.
14. (biology) Having or resembling wings.
19. Refuse to go along with.
25. In the Arabian Nights a hero who
tells of the fantastic adventures he had in
his voyages.
27. In a murderous frenzy as if possessed
by a demon.
28. A unit of apothecary weight equal to
an eighth of an ounce or to 60 grains.
30. Pass by, as of time.
31. A hidden storage space (for money or
provisions or weapons).
34. South American armadillo with three
bands of bony plates.
36. A heavy brittle diamagnetic trivalent
metallic element (resembles arsenic and
antimony chemically).
37. (Islam) The man who leads prayers in
a mosque.
38. (criminal law) Money that must be
forfeited by the bondsman if an accused
person fails to appear in court for trial.
42. The craniometric point at the bridge
of the nose where the frontal and nasal
bones of the skull meet.
44. East Indian cereal grass whose seed
yield a somewhat bitter flour, a staple in
the Orient.
46. A unit of current equal to 10 amperes.
47. Consider as ideal.
53. A city in southeastern Spain.
55. South American cavy.
56. Of the most contemptible kind.
58. Declared as fact.
59. Small tropical American tree bearing
edible plumlike fruit.
60. A popular island resort in the
Netherlands Antilles.
62. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.
63. Any property detected by the olfac-
tory system.
65. (statistics) Approximating the statis-
tical norm or average or expected value.
69. The syllable naming the fifth (domi-
nant) note of any musical scale in
solmization.
70. A city in north central Morocco.
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Commitments grow in importance and these probably include
romance/love, home, finances normal life situations that are evolving for

you. You could have some doubts about someone you’ve known for a long time and this
could be related to a health issue; if not, they’ve caused you to doubt them in some way.
Lessons learned now make present and future life far better than it would be without
learning the important things you’re dealing with now. Positive thoughts create positive
vibrations. Being concerned with the future for others creates a lasting foundation;
should you think only of yourself, this is temporary success. Using your ambition and tal-
ents wisely is called for as you’re in a state of creating. A tendency to have negative
thoughts is hard to get over, but you’re able to do this with meditation. 

Being respected and held up in high esteem is important to you now, but
you don’t seem to get this from someone in particular and that hurts you.

You could misunderstand something said to you. Taking a moment to reflect and look at
where you’ve been and where you’re going causes melancholy but then, almost immedi-
ately, a sense of accomplishment; you’ve made it through a lot of hard times! Getting
away from the daily routine clears your mind and lifts your soul; taking this break
strengthens you. You contend with jealousy from someone you love; this person was
“trained” to see you in an untrue light. Love conquers all, this is your firm belief, and this
is proven by someone you know. Checking in to some new investment interest is just the
thing you’ve been searching for; now’s the time to win. 
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